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" That Rtioh dust oxlstn nnd has boon
found is well known, but how much or
little its presence near the earth is uotloed
is a question not easily determined.
Tho
discoveries of Professor Nordonskjold In
the North nro interesting.
For many
yearn ho has been a close observer of dust
of nil kinds that have fallen upon the
catth iu ralu or snow, and It was his troed
fortune, dining his expedition in the Vega
to prove beyond n doubt the prosence of
cosmic dust. For many ynars we have
been assured by nstronomors that the
earth was being bombarded, an it were
continually, by innumerable meteors, Tho
moment they enter our domain, we observe the npeotaola of their Ignition, Iu a
moment they are reduced to ashes, nud the
line, Impalpable dust diopa slowly, nn
invisible shower, upon the earth. When
such showers nro iulensHlsd, it in tiot Impossible thnt some outward nnd visible
phenomena may be the result."
A correspondent of the Loudon lmt
argues thus iu support of the thoery that
electricity has had much to do with the
phenomenon : " Whou we take into oen.
nideratiou the movements of the atmosphere nnd the rotntlon of the earth, I soe
no reason to doubt that nu Immense oloud
of highly olectrilled matter, projoctcd into
the atmosphere, iu Java, could spread
itself in the higher regions of the atmosphere over au aiea equal to that of
Etiroiie.
" That this is not fanciful Is proved by
the behavior of smoke. I have often
watched when at sea ou n still cnlm day
the black smoke of some passing steamer
rise to Home determined height and then
gradually spread Itself at nn equal and
constant distance from the son Ilko a great
lilt pall. I have also scon on land the
urnoku from some manufacturing shaft
blown goutly by the wiud follow the
curves of the laud, remaining always at
the same distance from the ground, but
gradually spreading outwards iu every
detection. I have also bcuu two lines of
smoke refuse to coalesco, but repelling
each other exactly as they ought If they
were similarly electrified, That smoke is,
tlioreforc, negatively electrified I firmly
believe, though I have never tested it.
" Now that this wonderful atmospheric
disturbance was accompanied by oxtiaor-ditur- y
electrical disturbance was shown,
not only by Captain Watson's observations near the spot, but by I'rof. Smith's
records nt Madras, nud botico it requires
no great stretch of the imagination to
conceive- olectrioity playing n great part in
the recent gorgeous display of ntraospherio
effects."
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mustprovo failures, oven It we do uot call
them humbugs.
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